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It Must Have Been Love - Poetry Competition
1st Prize: £150.00
2nd Prize: £100.00
3rd Prize: £75.00
Closing Date: 14th February 2014
Entry Fee: £3.00 or enjoy unlimited FREE entry with our Premium Membership
Inspired by the romantic hit song ‘It Must Have Been Love’ write a beautiful poem that captures all the
romance, intensity or drama of falling in or out of love. Interpret the theme in any way that you like but
make your poem creatively believable.
Full rules online:

http://creativecompetitor.com/creative-writing-competitions/writing-competitions2014/creative-writing-competitions-january-march/it-must-have-been-love-poetrycompetition/
Broken Resolution Writing Competition
1st Prize: £150.00
2nd Prize: £100.00
3rd Prize: £75.00
Closing date: February 28th 2014
Entry Fee: £3.00 per entry or unlimited FREE entry with our Premium Membership
We all make resolutions but very few of us actually see those resolutions through to fruition. To win
this amazing new competition, write a story about a broken resolution in just 750 words excluding the
title.
Full rules online:

http://creativecompetitor.com/creative-writing-competitions/writing-competitions2014/creative-writing-competitions-january-march/broken-resolution-writing-competition/

Flash Fiction Writing Competition

1st Prize: £150.00
2nd Prize: £100.00
3rd Prize: £75.00

Closing Date: 9th March 2014
Entry Fee: £3.00
If you would like a chance of winning £150, all you have to do is create a story that is inspired by the
photo. You can interpret the theme in any way that you like; in fact we welcome intuitive submissions.
We are looking for a strong storyline, characters that count and tight writing that makes us want to
hand over some hard cash.
Full rules online;

http://creativecompetitor.com/creative-writing-competitions/writing-competitions-2014/creativewriting-competitions-january-march/flash-fiction-writing-competition/

7 Day Writing Challenge

1st Prize: £250.00
2nd Prize: £200.00
3rd Prize: £100.00
4th Prize: £75.00
5th Prize: £50.00
Closing Date: 28th March 2014

Entry Fee: £5.00 or £7.50 to include personal feedback
Premium Write, Learn and Publish members can enter for free but if feedback is required, an
additional payment of £2.50 should be made.
If you would like a chance of winning £250, all you have to do is to sign up for our 7 Day Writing
Challenge. On day one, we will email you your writing challenge which will focus on the quality of
writing, imagination and skill set rather than a lengthy word count. You have up to 7 days in which to
return your completed challenge. You can interpret the theme provided in any way that you like; but
remember to read the rules fully.
Full rules online.

http://creativecompetitor.com/creative-writing-competitions/writing-competitions2014/creative-writing-competitions-january-march/7-day-creative-writing-challenge/

Dreaming Poetry Competition

1st Prize: £300.00
2nd Prize: £200.00
3rd Prize: £150.00
4th Prize: £75.00
Closing date; April 3rd 2014
Entry Fee: £5.00 per poem or enjoy unlimited FREE Entry with our Premium Membership
What would you do with an extra £300.00? Put it towards a holiday? Go on a shopping spree?
Whatever you feel like doing, you simply need to create a poem about dreaming. You can interpret
the theme in any way that you like but do make sure that your entry adheres to the rules.
Maximum 20 lines. Poems must be written in English.
Multiple submissions are acceptable providing the appropriate fees are paid.
Poems must be original and previously unpublished.
Submissions should be sent via email to: info@creative-competitor.co.uk
We prefer submissions to be pasted within the body of the email where possible. Please add
Dreaming Poetry Competition to the subject line.
Each poem must be accompanied by the relevant fees or, sign up for free entry with our Premium
Membership.
http://creativecompetitor.com/creative-writing-competitions/writing-competitions-2014/creative-writingcompetitions-april-june-2014/dreaming-poetry-competition/

Stairway Flash Fiction Writing Competition

1st Prize: £150.00
2nd Prize: £100.00
3rd Prize: £75.00
Closing date: April 20th 2014
Entry fee: £3.00 or Free to Premier Write, Learn and Publish members
Feeling inspired? To win any one of our great cash prizes, simply use the photo as a kick-start to your
creativity. Your story must include the image in some way but we welcome creative interpretation of
the photo.
Maximum 700 words including the title.
Submissions should be pasted into the body of the email. Please add the title of the competition to the
subject line.
Submissions must be original and previously unpublished and we welcome submissions from writers
worldwide.
Multiple submissions are welcome providing the correct entry fee is paid.
Send your story to info@creative-competitor.co.uk
http://creativecompetitor.com/creative-writing-competitions/writing-competitions-2014/creative-writingcompetitions-april-june-2014/stairway-flash-fiction-writing-competition/

60 Minute Creative Writing Challenge
1st Prize: £150.00
2nd Prize: £100.00
3rd Prize: £75.00
Competition time and date: Sunday 27th April at 5 pm (GMT)
Entry fee: £3.00 or Free to Premier Write, Learn and Publish members
If you can write under pressure, why not enter our 60 Minute Creative Writing Challenge?
It will focus more on the quality of writing than an extensive word count, so if you fancy having a go,
keep this in mind. The challenge will be designed to test your creativity and your ability to write under
pressure.
Before signing up, remember that the time is likely to be very different for you depending on your
location. The challenge will go live at 5 pm (GMT) on the 27th April and you have just 60 minutes from
this time to complete the task and to return it to us. If you are late, you are out!
You can check the world clock here before signing up.
Check out full details here:
http://creativecompetitor.com/creative-writing-competitions/writing-competitions-2014/creative-writingcompetitions-april-june-2014/60-minute-creative-writing-challenge/

